SPREAD
CONFIDENCE
NOT GERMS
CleanerPath products provide the ultimate value in whole room
disinfection, are simple to use, and scientifically proven.

CleanSpace 1280
CleanSpace 1280 creates a microbe and virus-free environment for your office or larger communal
spaces through widespread ultrasonic diffusion of EPA-approved MB-10 tablets to kill 99.97% of viruses
and bacteria. With a compact design and automated triple atomization technology, viral pathogens are
destroyed in only 30 minutes, up to 1,280 square feet, for only a few dollars per application. Get
professional, bio-safe results at your workplace with CleanSpace 1280's simple-to-operate interface and
whisper-quiet functionality.
Cost $1,319.00

CleanSpace 350
CleanSpace 350 is your hands-free decontamination system to ensure peace of mind in your home,
office, or personal space of up to 350 sq. ft. Combined with our EPA approved MB-10 Tablets we create a
99.97% efficacy, ensuring your space is free of viruses and bacteria in just 30 minutes.
Cost $379.99

Best-in-class Disinfectant
MB-10 Tablets provide whole room disinfection that’s affordable and family safe for home and business
settings. It is the only solid disinfectant on the EPA’s List N: Disinfectants for Use Against SARS-CoV-2
(COVID-19) with an Emerging Viral Pathogen claim (under the ingredient Aseptrol). It is featured on the
Center for Biocide Chemistries’ list of Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19)- Fighting Products. MB-10 Tablets
are an excellent eco-gentle choice, breaking down harmlessly in the environment soon after delivering
powerful results. EPA #: 70060-19-46269.
Cost: Less than $4.00 to decontaminate up 350sf with the CleanSpace 350 unit and just $8.00 for
up to 1,280sf with CleanSpace 1280 unit.

CleanSpray
These commercial grade, chemically compatible spray bottles are ergonomically shaped and guaranteed to not
interact with your MB-10 solution. CleanSpray serves as your daily disinfectant as well as a primer for CleanSpace
350 and CleanSpace 1280.
Cost $6.99
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